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ABSTRACT
Moderndatasystemsare typicallybothcomplexandgeneral-purpose.
They are complex because of the numerous internal knobs and pa-
rameters that users need to manually tune in order to achieve good
performance; they are general-purpose because they are designed to
handle diverse use cases, and therefore often do not achieve the best
possible performance for any specific use case. A recent trend aims
to tackle these pitfalls: instance-optimized systems are designed to
automatically self-adjust in order to achieve the best performance
for a specific use case, i.e., a dataset and query workload. Thus far,
the research community has focused on creating instance-optimized
database components, such as learned indexes and learned cardi-
nality estimators, which are evaluated in isolation. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is no complete data system built with
instance-optimization as a foundational design principle.

In this paper, we present a progress report on SageDB, our effort
towards building the first instance-optimized data system. SageDB
synthesizes various instance-optimization techniques to automat-
ically specialize for a given use case, while simultaneously exposing
a simple user interface that places minimal technical burden on the
user.Our prototype outperforms a commercial cloud-based analytics
system by up to 3× on end-to-end query workloads and up to 250×
on individual queries. SageDB is an ongoing research effort, and we
highlight our lessons learned and key directions for future work.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Most modern data management systems fall on a spectrum be-
tween general-purpose and application-specific. For example, Post-
greSQL [8] is extremely general purpose, and powers a diverse range
of analytical and transactional workloads. Apache Spark is slightly
specialized towards analytic tasks, but can still handle a wide variety
of use cases (e.g., batch reporting, ad-hoc interactive queries, data
science, and ML) and low-level workloads (e.g., I/O-bound, CPU-
bound, in-memory, on-disk, in the cloud).On theotherhand, systems
like Google’s Mesa [30] and Napa [10] were custom-built to power
Google Ads, and are not suitable for any other application. While
these systems improve efficiency, these bespoke systems require
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years of intense engineering effort and are only achievable by large
corporations with significant resources.

Ideally, users should be able to have the efficiency of special-
ized systems along with the flexibility of general-purpose systems.
Tuning configuration options ("knobs") is easier than building an
entirely new system, and can bridge some of the performance gap.
However, experienced engineers and database administrators still
go through the time-consuming and error-prone tuning process for
each application. Recent research proposes techniques for automatic
knob tuning [15]; however, the performance impact of tuning such
knobs is still limited. For example, users can only adjust the size
of a data block, not how data is laid out on disk. Fundamentally,
general-purpose systems are designed to be task agnostic, so for
most tasks a tuned general-purpose systemwill performworse than
a custom-tailored system.

Recent work has shown that existing system components can be
replaced with instance-optimized or learned components, which are
able to automatically adjust to a specific use case and workload (see
[5] for an overview). For example, learned index structures [24, 37]
offer the same read functionality as traditional index structures (e.g.
B+ trees) while providing better performance in both latency and
space consumption. Instance-optimized data storage layouts [63]
are able to improve scan performance by skipping data with greater
effectiveness than traditional sorting-based partitioning techniques.

However, these instance-optimizedcomponentshave largelybeen
designed and evaluated in isolation, and there have only been a few
efforts to integrate them into an end-to-end system. Bourbon [19]
replaces block indexes in an LSM-tree with learned indexes and
demonstrates latency improvements. Google integrated learned in-
dexes into BigTable [9] with similar findings, mainly due to a smaller
index footprint and fewer cache misses when traversing the index.
While these are useful initial studies, it is still unclear howmultiple
instance-optimized components would work together in concert. In
fact, it is easy to imagine a number of learned components destruc-
tively interfering with each other. Is it possible to build a system that
autonomously custom-tailors its major components to the user’s
requirements, approaching the performance of a bespoke system
but with similar ease of use as a general-purpose system?

To the best of our knowledge, there is no end-to-end data system
built with instance-optimization as a foundational design principle.
We previously presented our vision and blueprint for such a system,
called SageDB [36]. In this paper, we present our first prototype of
SageDB, and showhow two carefully selected components canwork
together in practice. These instance-optimized components are (1)
(multi-dimensional) data layouts and data replication and (2) partial
materialized views. These techniques minimize I/O when scanning
data from disk and maximize computation reuse through intelligent
pre-materialization of partial results. While the ultimate goal is to
automatically trigger self-optimization whenever necessary, for the
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current prototype we decided to expose a single easy-to-use com-
mand to the user — OPTIMIZE — with a user-given space budget.
Doing so gives the user control over when SageDB should start to
instance-optimize the internal components to improve performance
for the user’s workload while respecting the space constraint.

Building a usable database takes years and several attempts (e.g.,
Oracle took until version 7 to become stable), so this paper should
largely be regarded as a progress report on how to integrate learned
components and the potential benefits they can provide when com-
bined. As such, this paper aims to inform the research and industry
communities about the potentials, limitations, and future research
challenges of learned instance-optimization.

In summary, we make the following contributions:
(1) We introduce two new instance-optimized techniques: partial

materialized views (PMVs), which is a generalization of tradi-
tional materialized views with more degrees of freedom, and
replicated data layouts, which combines the idea of instance-
optimized data layouts with partial table replication.

(2) We introduce a global optimization algorithm that jointly and au-
tomatically configures partial materialized views and replicated
data layouts given the user’s data and workload. As a result, a
user only needs to decidewhen to issue the OPTIMIZE command,
and SageDB will automatically decide how to simultaneously
configure all instance-optimized components.

(3) We present an evaluation of our prototype implementation of
SageDB against other systems, including a commercial cloud-
based data warehouse product, which SageDB outperforms by
up to 3× on end-to-end query workloads and up to 250× on
individual queries.

2 SAGEDB
In this section, we provide a brief overview of the state of research
on instance-optimized systems. Then we describe our motivations
and design principles for building SageDB.

Background. Instance-optimization (a term inspired by the defi-
nition of instance-optimal algorithms [55]) refers to specializing a
system based on the dataset and workload to achieve performance
close to specialized solutions [36]. While there exists many possible
ways to create instance-optimized components, a common approach
is to tightly couple a model of the user’s workload with a novel data
structure designed to take advantage of that model. Sometimes, this
approach is also referred to as learned systems or algorithms with
predictions/oracles [32]. For example, learned indexes [37]model the
user’s data to accelerate searches on that dataset. Instance-optimized
data layout techniques [48, 63] create workload-specific physical
designs that minimize I/O during query execution. Past work tended
to improve performance for a single instance-optimized component
in isolation, but not for the entire database. For example, learned
indexes were evaluated on single-key lookup workloads instead
of complete transactional workloads, and data layouts were evalu-
ated on selective scan-heavy queries. Note that instance-optimized
systems are fundamentally different from automatic knob-tuning
approaches. Knob-tuning optimizes the hyperparameters of a sys-
tem and is agnostic to the underlying data distribution. Instance-
optimization designs systems that take advantage of knowledge
about the specific data and/or workload distribution.

Motivation and Design Principles.We had twomotivations for
building SageDB. First, we aim to show that instance-optimization
can provide benefits for end-to-end workloads with diverse query
patterns instead of just database components evaluated in isolation.
Second, we hoped that building and evaluating SageDB on real data
and workloads would identify the most important pain points and
roadblocks and guide us towards themost impactful directions for fu-
turework in instance-optimized systems. Likemany existing learned
components [37, 44, 63], we focus on analytic workloads as well. We
leave investigation of instance-optimization for transactional work-
loads to future work.

We used several general principles to guide our design:
(1) Avoid regression.One of the biggest deterrents to the adoption

of instance-optimized techniques in practice is the fear that they
might result in catastrophic failures or performance regressions
under changing or even adversarial workloads. This fear of re-
gression often outweighs the promise of potential performance
improvements. In SageDB,we err on the side of caution:wemust
consider a component’s downsides just as carefully as its upsides,
and it must be simple to disable the component if necessary. The
worst case should be no impact—not negative impact.

(2) Minimize the burden on the user. Configuring the compo-
nents should require as little as possible from the user, both in
terms of interaction and understanding. The complexity of in-
corporating new instance-optimized components into SageDB
shouldbecompletelyhidden fromtheuser—theyshouldnotneed
to read more documentation or issue new commands in order
to make use of those new components. Accordingly, SageDB is
designed such that theuser onlyneeds to issue a singleOPTIMIZE
command to trigger all optimizations.

(3) Avoid negative interference.When combining a number of
learned components, it is natural to worry that optimizing each
component individually might not lead to an optimal global
configuration. In the worst case, different learned components
might “step on each other,” degrading system performance. We
must carefully consider how each component affects the others.

3 DESIGNOVERVIEW
In this section, we provide a high-level overview of SageDB as a sys-
tem and its instance-optimized components. Section 4 describe the
instance-optimized components in more detail, and Section 5 covers
the global optimization procedure. Fig. 1 provides an overview.

3.1 System
3.1.1 Storage Layer. SageDB stores data and performs query exe-
cution on a single node. SageDB by default stores data in columnar
format, although row-store format is also available. The records of a
table are divided into horizontal partitions. Each partition is stored as
a separate file; each column of each partition can be accessed individ-
ually, without reading other columns. String columns are dictionary
encoded, and integer columns are compressed using bit-packing.

Foreachhorizontalpartition,westorestatisticsused forexecution-
time data skipping, including the minimum value, maximum value,
and number of distinct values for each column. In addition, we op-
tionally store a predicate for each partition,with the property that all
records in the partition are guaranteed to satisfy the predicate (see
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Figure 1: A user query passes through the rule-based optimizer, which determines if and how to use SageDB’s instance-optimized
components, then runs on SageDB’s vectorized execution engine.When users issue an OPTIMIZE command, SageDB automatically
configures its instance-optimized components tomaximize performance based on the user’s query history.

Section4.2 fordetails).Whenaquery scans froma table, SageDBcom-
pares thequery’sfilterwith theper-columnstatisticsand theoptional
predicates to determine the set of horizontal partitions that can be
skipped, i.e., the partitions forwhich the statistics andpredicate guar-
antee that no rowcanmatch thefilter. SageDBusesmemory-mapped
file I/O for data files stored on local SSD or disk. For long-term per-
sistence, data files are stored on AWS S3 or other cloud object stores.

3.1.2 Query Optimizer and Execution Engine. SageDB has a vector-
izedexecutionengine thatprocessesachunkofdataata time.SageDB
uses non-compiled pipelines with push-based execution (see Fig. 1
for an example). The first pipeline for each table involves scanning
data from disk, for which the granularity of a chunk is a horizontal
partition. Eachpipelinemay involve a projection over the columnsor
a filter over the rows. SageDB supports lazymaterialization bymain-
taining a bitmap of relevant rows andpassing the bitmap through the
pipeline. SageDB usesmulti-threaded parallel execution of pipelines.

SageDB has a rule-based query optimizer that determines the
minimal set of columns that need to be read from each table, deter-
mines which horizontal partitions to scan from each table by using
per-partition statistics and predicates to skip irrelevant partitions,
orders tables for hash joins so that the largest table is the probe side,
and constructs the execution pipelines.

3.1.3 Usage and SQL Support. We assume that queries issued by
the user contain meaningful patterns and are not completely ad-
hoc. More formally, we assume that user queries can be categorized
into templates (also referred to as prepared statements), which are
queries whose filters contain changeable parameters. For example,
the template in Fig. 2 has parameters which are represented in the
SQL text by ?. SageDB gives users the ability to explicitly create
these templates and issue queries by specifying the template ID and
the parameter values, as shown in Fig. 2.

SageDB supports a command-line SQL interface as well as a
Python connector library. Users can load data into tables from ei-
ther CSV files or Parquet files. SageDB returns query results to the
user in JSON format. SageDB currently supports select-project-join-
aggregate queries that can contain GROUP BY, ORDER BY, HAVING,
LIMIT, DISTINCT, and analytic functions. Supported aggregation
functions includeCOUNT,COUNT DISTINCT,COUNT APPROX DISTINCT
(using HyperLogLog [27]), SUM, AVG, MIN, and MAX, including multi-
attribute aggregations. SageDB supports nested queries through
throughunnesting [50] and treats CTEs as temporary tables. SageDB
only supports inner equijoins, implemented as hash joins. SageDB
also supports INSERT, but it is not a focus of the current design.

3.2 Instance-Optimization
What distinguishes SageDB from traditional systems is the degree to
which it is able to customize its design for a specific use case.Many of
the techniques that traditional analytic systems use to optimize for
a given dataset and workload fall in two categories. First, users are
allowed to creatematerialized views, which are used at query time to
substitute a subquery or the entire query itself. This can result in seri-
ous performance improvements—some systems’ performance relies
almost entirely on aggressive use ofmaterialized views [10]—and sig-
nificant commercial effort has been put on automating materialized
view selection [2, 6], maintenance [4], and matching [28].

Second, users are allowed to specify how the records of a table
should be sorted. Classically, each table can be sorted by a specified
column (i.e., the sort key), and some systems aim to automate sort
key selection [1], but newer systems now also support multi-column
sort orders such as the Z-order [3, 64]. Contiguous chunks of the
sorted records are grouped into blocks, and systems traditionally
store per-blockmetadata, such as theminimum andmaximum value
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Figure 2: The example query takes advantage of the partial materialized view (PMV) to produce a remainder query with amore
selective filter. It then reads from a replica instead of the base table in order to reduce scan cost.

for each column [16, 21, 46, 51], which are used to skip irrelevant
blocks during query processing.

Materialized views and data layouts can have a significant impact
on performance. However, in traditional systems they are used in-
dependently of each other, and furthermore, they are limited in com-
plexity, which can limit their effectiveness. SageDB takes both com-
ponents, expands their scope togo far beyond the capabilities of tradi-
tional systems, andcombines themunderasingleglobaloptimization
objective. In particular, SageDB introduces the concept of partialma-
terialized views, and SageDB uses instance-optimized block-based
data layouts in combination with data replication. We explain these
components in depth in Section 4, but we first briefly provide high-
level intuition by presenting an example of their usage (Fig. 2).

3.2.1 An Illustrative Example. Assume there are two tables: a small
table T1with columns (id, A, B); and a large table T2with columns
(id, X, Y). Assume that the user creates a query template:
select A, sum(X) from T1, T2
where T1.id = T2.id and B = ? and Y < ?
group by A order by A

Assume that A and B are a low-cardinality categorical columns, while
Y is ahigh-cardinality columnwhosevaluesareuniquefloating-point
numbers. A traditional materialized view for answering queries fol-
lowing this template would look like:
select A, B, Y, sum(X) as sumX from T1, T2
where T1.id = T2.id
group by A, B, Y

When the user issues a query using this template by specifying val-
ues for the parameters, the engine would answer the query directly
from this materialized view instead of scanning the base tables, T1
and T2, with a query such as:
select A, sum(sumX) from MaterializedView
where B = ? and Y < ?

However, since column Y has unique values, the materialized view
has as many rows as the base table T2. This makes the materialized
view expensive to store and also greatly reduces its performance
benefits. In fact, executing using the materialized view might be
slower than scanning the base tables. In this example, the engine
would need to scan four columns from the materialized view and
apply filters to two of those columns, whereas the original query

would only need to read three columns from T2 and apply filters
to one column (the cost of reading and filtering the smaller T1 are
negligible) and perform a potentially inexpensive join.

To avoid the limitations of traditional materialized views, SageDB
introduces the concept of partial materialized views (PMVs). A PMV
is associated with a specific query template. Each cell in the grid
(Fig. 2) represents a filtered subset of the joint data distribution of
the base tables. For example, the top-left cell represents the data of
T1 and T2 (joined by id) that satisfies the predicate B=’a’ and Y<10.
Note that a PMV’s grid is specific to a certain join pattern, namely,
the join pattern observed in the template.

Each cell stores the result of the template’s aggregation over only
the data that it represents. For example, the top-left cell would store
a relation that is equivalent to the result of executing

select A, sum(X) from T1, T2
where T1.id = T2.id and B='a' and Y<30
group by A

When executing a query following this template (Fig. 2), the SageDB
query optimizer will find the cells that are subsumed by (i.e., entirely
contained within) the query’s filter, which for the example query
in the figure are the two cells highlighted. We then produce the
remainder query, which is the query whose filter has removed the
parts that are already subsumed by the PMV (details in Section 4.1)
and is therefore much more selective.

Furthermore, unlike traditional systems which allow users to
specify a sort order for each table, SageDB has the ability to create
multiple partial replicas for each base table (i.e., a replica containing
a subset of the columns but all of the records of the base table), each
with their own instance-optimized data layout. Before executing
the remainder query, SageDB’s optimizer considers whether to scan
from the base table or a replica. Fig. 2 shows that there are two repli-
cas of T2, namely T2R1 with columns (id, X, Y) and T2R2 with
columns (id, X). Imagine that the data layout for T2R1 has specif-
ically been optimized for the template (Section 4.2 presents more
details), so that we would only need to read one horizontal partition
from T2R1 (highlighted in blue), whereas we would need to read
all horizontal partitions from T2. Therefore the SageDB optimizer
would substitute T2R1 into the query. Note that we cannot use T2R2
because it does not contain all the necessary columns.
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Finally, the modified remainder query is fed to the execution en-
gine, and the partial aggregations from the two subsumed PMV grid
cells are merged during the aggregation step.

This example shows how SageDB’s instance-optimized compo-
nents work to reduce query execution cost: first, the PMV eliminates
part of the query filter, which reduces the cost of joins (because the
join inputs are smaller) and aggregation (becauseweaggregate fewer
records). Second, substitution of base tables with replicas reduces
scan cost by reducing the number of horizontal partitions scanned.
The former technique is not easily supported in traditional systems;
the latter is supported in traditional systems but is limited to simple
data layouts (e.g., sort keys) and requires the user tomanually specify
replicas and layouts,whereas SageDBuses automatically-configured
instance-optimized data layouts.

An important part of our contribution is not only supporting
these techniques in SageDB, but also automatically optimizing their
configuration. In particular, the performance of each component is
dependent on the other. In Section 5, we describe our algorithm for
co-optimizing these components given the user’s data andworkload.

4 INSTANCE-OPTIMIZEDCOMPONENTS
In this section, we more formally introduce SageDB’s instance-
optimized components, which we gave intuition for in Section 3.2.1.
First, partial materialized views (PMVs) are a novel technique for
generalizing traditional materialized views with more degrees of
freedom. Second, although the idea of combining instance-optimized
data layoutswithdatareplicationhasbeenproposed in[60],SageDB’s
replicated data layouts applies them to the novel context of disk-
resident datasets composed of multiple tables, and we introduce a
novel optimization algorithm (Section 5.4).

4.1 Partial Materialized Views
A partial materialized view (PMV) is associated with a specific query
template. For a given query template (see Section 3.1.3), a templated
column is a column that is directly involved in a filter predicate that
includes a parameter. For the template in Fig. 2, the two templated
columns are B and Y. A partial materialized view (PMV) for a given
query template is logically defined as a grid over the templated
columns. If a templated column is used twice in the same template
(e.g., thefilter includesY > ? AND Y < ?), the column is onlyusedonce
in the grid. For each grid cell, the PMV stores the result of executing
the query template over only the data represented by the grid cell.

In concept, several templates can share the same PMV. For exam-
ple, two templates that have the same filter and group-by clauses
but have different aggregations (e.g., template 1 computes SUM(A)
but template 2 computes MIN(B)) can share the same grid. However,
this reduces our flexibility to adjust the amount of resources (i.e.,
memory budget, see Section 5.3) allocated to each template. For ex-
ample, it is inefficient for a infrequently-queried low-cost template
and a frequently-queried high-cost template to share the same grid;
instead, the former should have a coarse-grained grid with fewer
cells that uses lowmemory and the latter should have a fine-grained
grid with more cells that uses more memory. It is therefore unlikely
that two templates have the same optimal PMV grid. Therefore, we
decide in SageDB to limit each PMV to a single template.

4.1.1 Construction. Given aPMVgrid definition,we construct PMV
in a single pass over the data. In fact, the construction can be posed
as a SQL query. For example, the PMV in Fig. 2 is constructed as:
select A, [CASE WHEN B='a' AND Y<10 THEN 1 ELSE WHEN...], sum(X)
from T1, T2 where T1.id = T2.id
group by A, [CASE WHEN B='a' AND Y<10 THEN 1 ELSE WHEN...]

where the CASE expression will output a cell number based on the
record’s value in the templated columns1. Note that in the construc-
tion query, we remove the parameterized filter predicates, but leave
remaining filter predicates as-is (e.g., if there were an additional
predicate AND X>0 in the template).

4.1.2 Usage. TousePMVsatquery time,wefirst logicallydetermine
which cells are subsumed by the query filter. We then exclude those
regions of the data space from the filter. To determinewhich cells are
subsumed, we break down the filter into its atomic components by
splitting apart ANDs and ORs. The example query in Fig. 2 has one AND,
and therefore two atomic components. Any atomic component that
only references a single templated column can be checked against
the corresponding grid dimension. For the query in Fig. 2, the atomic
componentB=’c’ is checked against thepartitions of grid dimension
B, and we see that only one partition is subsumed, and the atomic
component Y<30 subsumes the two partitions that, when combined,
represent Y<25. An expression describing the subsumed cells can
then be constructed by re-combining the atomic components, e.g.,
B=’c’ AND Y < 25.

To modify the query filter, we add a NOT of an expression de-
scribing the subsumed regions. For the example query in Fig. 2, the
remainder query is
select A, sum(X) from T1, T2
where T1.id = T2.id and B='a' and Y<30 and not (B='a' and Y<25)
group by A

Note that the expression in parentheses describes the subsumed
cells. This may result in an overly complicated filter, but the SageDB
optimizer uses an SMT solver [22] to simplify filters into conjunctive
normal form (CNF) before passing it to the execution engine.

SageDB caches partial materialized views inmemory but they are
also persisted to disk and cloud storage.

4.1.3 Strengths and Limitations. The scope of PMVs is quite broad.
PMVs can be used for nearly any query template with parameterized
filters, since the usage technique is very generic. This idea extends
to multiple templated columns, and also to queries with joins (such
as the one in Fig. 2), for arbitrary filter predicates (containing both
ANDs and ORs).

However, there are some scenarios in which PMVs are unlikely
to help (see Section 6.3 for experiments). For templates that produce
large aggregations (i.e., groupbyhigh-cardinality columns), thePMV
becomes expensive to store and has limited benefits2, similar to the
limitationof traditionalmaterialized viewspresented in Section 3.2.1.
Also, if there are many templated columns, the high-dimensional
PMV grid is less effective at isolating subsumed cells due to the curse
of dimensionality (e.g., Gaming Q4, Section 6.3).

1Instead of having a case for every cell, an optimization is have a CASE expression for
each grid dimension individually, and then combine them to form a unique cell number.
2Typically, these types of queries include a LIMIT clause (e.g., TPC-H Q10). Unfortu-
nately, we cannot simply take take a LIMITwithin each cell of the PMV grid, because
a global top-K is not equivalent to merging the top-K of each cell.
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4.2 Replicated Data Layouts
Prior work on instance-optimized data layouts [23, 25, 48, 63] has
already shown that more complex data layouts perform better than
traditional single-column or multi-column sort orders. However,
these prior instance-optimized techniques assume that they modify
the original copy of the data. In SageDB, we want to avoid this be-
cause it violates our designprinciple of avoiding regressions, because
an unexpected future query may execute slower on the “optimized”
layout than the original layout.

In SageDB,wedonotmodify the layout of theoriginal copy,which
we refer to as base tables. Instead, we use a user-provided additional
disk space budget to create partial replicas of tables. A partial replica
contains a subset of the columns from the base table (which may be
the full set). The data layout for each replica is independent. For each
query, the query optimizer chooses to read from the replica (or the
base table) that minimizes scan cost. The challenge is to determine
which subset of the workload to optimize each replica for in order to
achieve the best performance, since it does not make sense to opti-
mize multiple replicas for the same query/template if the execution
engine only uses one replica at execution time—we examine this
optimization problem in Section 5.4.

4.2.1 Construction. For a given replica (i.e., a subset of columns
from a base table) and a set of queries to optimize the replica’s data
layout for, we use the same algorithm as in [63] to create a set of
horizontal partitions. SageDB defines a target number of records per
horizontal partition, which by default is set to 2M rows based on the
latencies we observed for Amazon S3. Each block is associated with
a predicate, with the property that all records in the block satisfy the
predicate, and also all records that satisfy the predicate are in the
block, i.e., blocks do not “overlap.” For brevity, we omit the details
of the algorithm, which can be found in [63] and is summarized in
Section 2.1 of [23].

4.2.2 Usage. For each table referenced in the query, the SageDB
optimizer iterates over the replicas, first checks whether the replica
contains all the necessary columns, and checks the per-horizontal
partition metadata to determine the number of files and rows that
need to be read from each, and picks the replica with the lowest
cost (see Section 5.1). This procedure is done for each table inde-
pendently, because substituting replicas purely improves scan cost.
Downstream operators that introduce dependencies between tables,
just as joins, are not affected.

4.2.3 Strengths and Limitations. Replicated layouts have the great-
est impact on reducing cost for scan-heavy queries with selective
filters. However, replicated data layouts only help reduce scan cost
(by skipping irrelevant data blocks) but cannot reduce the cost of
other parts of query execution, such as joins, and are therefore less
effective for queries where joins dominate execution time (see Sec-
tion 6.3 for examples). Furthermore, if the query filter is extremely
complex (e.g., composed ofmany conjunctions and disjunctions over
many columns), then even instance-optimized data layouts may not
be able tomeaningfully outperform a full table scan, due to the curse
of dimensionality.

5 THE OPTIMIZECOMMAND
The user can issue the OPTIMIZE command to trigger automatic
configuration of SageDB’s instance-optimized components. The
command has two arguments, a budget for the amount of mem-
ory space that SageDB can use to store PMVs, and a budget for the
amount of disk space that SageDB can use to store replicated data
layouts. The user is allowed to set either budget to zero, though this
would of course limit the effectiveness of the optimization.

The user’s only responsibility is to decide when to issue the
OPTIMIZE command.We envision that the user runs the command
during a time of low system load, so that the optimization process
does not affect performance of concurrently running queries; this is
the same advice that datawarehouse providers typically give to users
when suggesting knob tuning recommendations. Ideally, the user
should have already issued a representative set of queries on SageDB,
because the optimization will require examining and modeling the
user’s query history. For example, if the user uses SageDB to run a
daily batch reporting job, then they may want to run the first day’s
batch, then issue the OPTIMIZE command overnight, so that the next
day’s batch can take advantage of performance improvements.

When the user triggers the OPTIMIZE command, SageDB needs to
automatically configure its instance-optimized components simul-
taneously. Why not simply optimize PMVs and replicated layouts
independently, each on the full queryworkload? The choice of PMVs
affects the optimal replicated layouts, becausePMVsproduce remain-
der queries and in some cases answer the entire query, so the layout
should only be optimized for the remainder queries. The choice of
replicated layouts also affects the optimal PMVs; depending on how
effective the layouts are at processing a template’s remainder queries,
we may want to allocate more or less memory budget for that tem-
plate’s PMV (e.g., a PMV is useless if the remainder querywould any-
way require scanning all of the data because of a poor data layout).

SageDB uses an iterative algorithm that optimizes PMVs and lay-
outs, dependent on the other, in a loop until convergence. We now
describe the costmodelwhich forms the optimization objective, then
the global optimization procedure.

5.1 Cost Model
SageDB uses an analytic cost model. The cost of a query is the sum
of scan cost, join cost, and aggregation cost:

ScanCost=𝑤0 (# horizontal partitions scanned)
+𝑤1 (# scanned records) (# columns read)

JoinCost=𝑤2 (# build side records)+𝑤3 (# probe side records)
+𝑤4 (# output records) (# output columns)

AggCost=𝑤5 (# aggregated records)

Scan cost and (hash) join cost are evaluated for each table/join, while
aggregation cost is computed for the post-join relation. The weights
𝑤𝑖 are tuned based on the hardware. To estimate the features, we use
a simple cardinality estimatorwhichassumes independencebetween
columns and uniform data distributions of the values in each column.
We could use a more complex cost model, or even a learned cost
model, but that is orthogonal to the core optimization technique.
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5.2 Global Optimization
The optimization objective is to minimize total workload cost, i.e.,
the sum of costs, according to the cost model, for all queries in the
workload. The algorithm is as follows:
(1) The catalog stores a log of all past user queries. We examine

that history and cluster queries into templates. A template is a
query for which constant literals in the query filter are replaced
by placeholders. Within each template, if a certain placeholder
always has the same constant value, we remove the placeholder
and simply use the value. We expect that many real workloads
(e.g., dailybatchreporting jobs,dashboardqueries)haverepeated
query patterns and are naturally composed of templates.

(2) Starting from the default physical configuration, which only
contains the base tables in their original layout and has no PMVs
and no replicas, perform the following steps in a loop, until the
relative cost decrease from the previous iteration of the loop is
less than a certain threshold, by default 1%:
(a) Optimize the PMVs, using an objective function that takes

the current replicated layout configuration into account (see
Section 5.3).

(b) Feed all queries through the optimized PMVs to construct
a workload consisting only of remainder queries.

(c) For each remainder query with joins, push down all single-
table predicates to their respective tables and create a single-
table query for each table.

(d) Optimize the replicas and data layouts on the single-table
remainder queries (see Section 5.4). Each table is optimized
only for the queries that filter on that table.

The intuition behind the loop is to incrementally optimize each com-
ponent given the currently-optimized configuration of the other
component. For example, the first time that PMVs are created, some
PMVs may be rejected because the remainder queries would any-
ways be very expensive on the default layout. However, after the
layouts are optimized once, it is likely that those PMVs are selected in
the next iteration, because the layout is nowoptimized. Thisway, the
dependencies between PMVs and replicated layouts are captured.

There are no regressions from one iteration to the next (i.e., cost
can only decrease) because the algorithm can always select to choose
the same PMVs or replicated layouts as the previous iteration.

5.3 Optimizing Partial Materialized Views
Given a memory budget and a set of templates𝑇 , we need an algo-
rithm to decide how much memory to allocate to building a PMV
for each template, and also what the PMV grid should be given that
memory allocation. We first describe the latter, since it is used as a
subroutine in the former.

5.3.1 Optimizing thePMVgrid. If a query template 𝑡 has𝑛 templated
columns, then a PMV for 𝑡 is a gridwith𝑛 dimensions, one represent-
ing each templated column (see Fig. 2 for an example). The domain of
eachdimension’s values are logicallydivided into equally-sizedbuck-
ets, much like an equi-depth histogram: for each dimension 𝑖 ∈ [0,𝑛),
we create𝑏𝑖 buckets by setting the boundary values between buckets
in such away that 1/𝑏𝑖 of all records fall in each bucket. For templated
columns involved in equality filters (i.e., =, !=, IN), we ensure that
each bucket only contains one unique value of that column, since a

Figure 3: Optimizing PMVs for three templates with a total
memory budget of 100 and step size of 25. Utility is visualized
as the slope of the lines. Red stars represent the selected
configurations. Dotted lines would not actually be considered
in the optimization.

bucket is only useful if thefilter is able to subsume it; if there aremore
unique values than buckets, we only use the𝑏𝑖 most frequent values.

Given a query template 𝑡 and a space budget 𝑠 , we want to con-
figure a PMV grid, i.e., set 𝑏𝑖 for 𝑖 ∈ [0,𝑛), that minimizes the total
cost, according to our cost model, of executing all queries in the
workload that come from 𝑡 . (Note that scan cost of the remainder
query depends on the current replicated layout configuration, in the
context of the global optimization algorithm in Section 5.2.) We use
Bayesian optimization to determine the 𝑏𝑖 for each dimension that
minimizes cost, under the space budget constraint 𝑠 . Throughout this
process, wemake use of SageDB’s ability to simulate a PMVwithout
physically creating it, by only storing the PMV metadata (i.e., the
grid definition), which is used to generate remainder queries as if the
PMV actually existed and to estimate the memory usage of the PMV.

5.3.2 Allocating memory to templates. Given a total memory bud-
get 𝐵 and a set of templates 𝑇 = {𝑡1, ...,𝑡𝑛}, our algorithm aims to
minimize

∑
𝑖𝐶𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 ), under the constraint that

∑
𝑖𝑠𝑖 ≤𝐵, where𝐶𝑖 (𝑠)

is the total cost of executing the queries from template 𝑡𝑖 if we could
create a PMV for 𝑡𝑖 with space 𝑠 , as described above. While solving
this optimization problem, we would like to minimize the number of
times we compute𝐶𝑖 (𝑠), since PMV simulation, while cheaper than
physically creating the PMV, is still expensive.

Wemake the following observation: allocating more space to a
template’s PMV generally has diminishingmarginal returns. That is,
for a template 𝑡𝑖 ∈𝑇 , the cost function𝐶𝑖 (𝑠) is convex. For intuition,
consider a simple template, SELECT SUM(A) FROM T WHERE B < ?,
where column B contains numeric values. A PMV for this template
would essentially divide the domain of columnB into𝑛 equally-sized
cells. By using the PMV, a query from this template would only ever
need to scan/aggregate the data corresponding to one cell, because
all cells to the “left” would be subsumed. Each cell contains around
1/𝑛 of the data, so the cost as a function of the number of cell is ap-
proximately𝐶 (𝑛)=1/𝑛, which is convex. This intuition also roughly
extends to higher-dimensional grids.

Therefore, the intuition behind the optimization algorithm is that
instead of allocating the total memory budget across the different
templates in one shot, we take an iterative approach where we in-
crementally allocate more space to the template with the highest
impact on cost. Essentially, we do not know the cost functions𝐶𝑖 (𝑠)
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Figure 4: Hierarchical clustering of four query templates on
a table with five columns, which produces four candidate
replica-sets (blue) over seven distinct replicas (gray).

upfront, so we incrementally explore these cost functions, starting
from 𝑠 =0. We now formalize this algorithm.

Our algorithmworks by incrementally allocating 𝑏 memory bud-
get at a time,where𝑏 <𝐵.We refer to𝑏 as the “step size.” If a template
𝑡𝑖 currently has a PMV that usesmemory space 𝑠 , we define the (mar-
ginal) utility𝑈𝑖 (𝑠,𝑏) of allocating another𝑏 space as as (𝐶𝑖 (𝑠)−𝐶𝑖 (𝑠+
𝑏))/𝑏. Throughout the optimization algorithm, wemaintain amemo
that stores, for each template 𝑡𝑖 , three pieces of data: (1) the amount
of space currently allocated to that template 𝑠𝑖 , (2) the cost𝐶𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 ),
and (3) the utility𝑈𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 ,𝑏) of allocating 𝑏 more space to the template.
The algorithm proceeds as follows (Fig. 3 shows an example):
(1) The memo is initially empty, i.e., zero space is allocated to each

template. We begin by computing the utility𝑈𝑖 (0,𝑏) for each
template. This requires computing𝐶𝑖 (𝑏) for each template 𝑡𝑖 .

(2) Pick the template with the highest utility: argmax𝑖 𝑈𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑏).
Change that template’s entry in the memo. That is, if the en-
try was previously (𝑠𝑖 ,𝐶𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 ),𝑈𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 ,𝑏)), we now replace it with
(𝑠𝑖+𝑏,𝐶𝑖 (𝑠𝑖+𝑏),𝑈𝑖 (𝑠𝑖+𝑏,𝑏)). This requires computing𝐶𝑖 (𝑠𝑖+𝑏).
In case the PMVhas reached itsmaximumsize (i.e., we have done
the equivalent of a traditional materialized view that groups by
the templated columns),we do not consider this template further.

(3) Repeat step 2 until the space budget is filled.
In general, a smaller step size𝑏means a closer-to-optimal solution.

By default, we set 𝑏=𝐵/𝑛, where 𝑛 is the number of templates. This
is small enough to guarantee that every template can get a PMV, if
that is indeed optimal. Furthermore, this means that the complexity
of the algorithm (i.e., the number of invocations of a cost function)
is𝑂 (𝑛): we perform𝑂 (𝑛) cost function calls to initialize the memo,
and we perform𝑂 (𝐵/𝑏)=𝑂 (𝑛) additional cost function calls before
the budget is filled.

5.4 Optimizing Replicated Layouts
Assume the dataset is composed of𝑚 tables,𝑇1,...,𝑇𝑚 . Given a total
disk budget 𝐵 and a set of single-table remainder queries𝑄𝑖 for each
table𝑇𝑖 , our algorithm aims to find the set of replicas, along with the
data layout for each replica, that minimizes the total scan cost of all
remainder queries. Note that we do not need to consider join cost or
aggregation cost, since the amount of data scanned does not affect
the inputs to downstream operators like joins and aggregations. Our
algorithm has two steps: finding a collection of candidate replica-sets
for each table, then selecting the optimal set of replica-sets.

5.4.1 Generating candidate replica-sets. This step is repeated for
each table 𝑇𝑖 . Given |𝑄𝑖 | remainder queries, there are 2 |𝑄𝑖 | possi-
ble replicas we could create, i.e., we could create a replica whose
data layout is optimized for any subset of the queries. For simplicity,
we consider each query template as one atomic unit, but nonethe-
less, given 𝑛 templates, there are an exponential number of possible
replicas, so a brute force search is infeasible. Instead, we generate
a collection of promising replica-sets, i.e., a set of replicas along with
their optimized data layouts.

Our insight is thatwe should only consider replicaswhose layouts
are optimized for a set of similar query templates. More concretely,
we generate a embedding for each query template, in two different
ways that represent two different notions of similarity:
(1) Abinaryembedding (i.e., composedonlyof0’sand1’s)ofcolumns

that appear in the query filter (in both parameterized and con-
stantpredicates).Templateswith similar embeddingswill benefit
from similar layouts. As an extreme example, three templates
that all only filter on colAwill both benefit from a replica that
sorts records by colA, whereas a replica optimized for three tem-
plates that filter on three different columns would not do a great
job for any template.

(2) A binary embedding of columns that appear anywhere in the
query template, i.e., the columns that the execution engine needs
to read when processing this query. By placing templates with
similar embeddings in the same cluster, weminimize the number
of columns we would need to include in a replica for that cluster
(recall that a replica does need to include all columns from the
base table, only the columns necessary for execution).

There is a fundamental trade-off between space and cost: having a
different replica for every different template will achieve the lowest
scan cost, but will take themost disk storage space, while optimizing
a single replica for all the templates takes the least space but will not
reduce scancost asmuch.Thecandidate replica-sets thatwegenerate
should form a Pareto frontier that spans this space-cost tradeoff.

Specifically, use hierarchical agglomerative clustering [59] over
the embedded space to separate the𝑛 templates into anywhere from
1 cluster to𝑛 clusters (see Fig. 4 for an example). For each cluster, we
generate a replica whose data layout is optimized (using the algo-
rithm from [63]) for only the templates in its cluster, containing only
the columns from the base table needed to execute the templates in
its cluster. This results in 𝑛 replica-sets for each type of embedding,
and since we use two types of embeddings, we have up to 2𝑛 − 2
unique replica sets (since the replica-sets corresponding to 1 cluster
and 𝑛 clusters will be the same for both embeddings). Due to the
nature of hierarchical clustering, these replica-sets are built from up
to 3𝑛−3 unique replicas. Therefore, the time complexity of this step
is𝑂 (𝑛). For each replica-set, we compute the scan cost of executing
the queries𝑄𝑖 , according to the cost model.

5.4.2 Selecting replica-sets. After generating a collection of candi-
date replica-sets for each table, we need to select a global configu-
ration of replicas, i.e., select zero or one replica-set for each table,
that minimizes total scan cost under the space budget 𝐵. This opti-
mization problem is almost identical to the 0-1 knapsack problem,
so we use the standard dynamic programming solution to find the
optimal collection of replica-sets. The only difference is that if we
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Table 1: Dataset and workload characteristics.

Gaming Stack Overflow TPC-H

num tables 5 1 8
num rows in largest table 3.06B 507M 600M
uncompressed size (GB) 426 52 100
num templates 13 13 15

select multiple replica-sets corresponding to the same table, we only
use the one that reduces scan cost the most.

If thequeryworkloadhas𝑛 templates and𝑚 tables,wegenerateup
to 𝑛𝑚 candidate replica-sets, so the standard dynamic programming
algorithm for the 0-1 knapsack problem takes 𝑂 ((𝑛𝑚)2) time. In
practice, this is very fast, for several reasons: first, the time-intensive
optimization steps (i.e., simulating PMVs and replicated layouts and
feeding estimated statistics through the cost model) have already
been done. Second,𝑛 is typically small (e.g., TPC-Hhas 22 templates).
Third, even if there are many tables in the dataset, most of these
tables are small; we do not even need to consider creating replicas
for tables that only have enough records for one horizontal partition.

6 EVALUATION
In this section, we present the results of an experimental study that
compares SageDBwith other data analytics systems on both real and
synthetic datasets and workloads. Overall, this evaluation shows:
(1) SageDBoutperforms a commercial cloud-based analytics system

by up to 3× on end-to-end query workloads and up to almost
250× on individual query templates (Section 6.2).

(2) SageDB’s instance-optimizedcomponentsbenefitdifferent types
of queries to different degrees, but almost all queries benefit from
at least one instance-optimized component (Section 6.3).

(3) SageDB’s optimizations rarely result in regressions for individ-
ual queries, and the OPTIMIZE command can easily be completed
as a nightly job (Section 6.4).

6.1 Setup
We run SageDB on a EC2 machine with 4 vCPUs and 32GB RAM
(i3en.xlarge), with data on an attached EBS volume with 4000
IOPS. We compare against a popular cloud data warehousing prod-
uct, which we call SystemX, running on a single node with the same
number of cores and memory. We also compare against Umbra [49],
a high-performance on-disk analytics research prototype which in-
corporates many state-of-the-art techniques such as just-in-time
code compilation, though it currently doesn’t support indexes and
cannot be tuned for a particular workload.

We evaluate using three datasets and workloads (Table 1). We
include full dataset schema andworkload specifications inAppendix
A of our extended report [7].
(1) Gaming is a real-world dataset from the gaming division of a

major technology company, donated to us under the condition
of anonymity. There are two fact tables, with roughly 2B and 3B
rows respectively, and three smaller dimension tables. We use
a real workload provided by the company.

(2) Stack Overflow is a single-table dataset with 500M records,
each of which represents a post on Stack Overflow.

(3) TPC-H is a standard analytics benchmark. We use scale factor
100 to generate the data.
All experiments that involve running a query workload will first

deterministically shuffle the order of queries (i.e., we want to avoid
caching effects of running all queries of the same template sequen-
tially). We then run the workload three times and report the median
time for each query.

6.2 Overall Results
We first compare SageDB directly against System X and Umbra on
the three datasets and workloads. We show two different config-
urations for SageDB: (1) unoptimized, the out-of-the-box version
of SageDB before the user has issued the OPTIMIZE command, (2)
optimized, the state of SageDBafter theuser has issued theOPTIMIZE
command with a memory budget of 1GB (which is a small fraction
of overall memory) and a disk budget equal to the size of the original
dataset (which we believe to be reasonable since datasets are often
fully replicated for fault tolerance anyway, especially on the cloud).

We show two different versions of System X: (1) the out-of-the-
box configuration, after the data has been loaded. (2)A tuned version,
in which we enable System X’s ability to automatically select a sort
key for each table, as well as automatically select materialized views.
We believe that these capabilities represent the state-of-the-art in au-
tomated physical design in a large-scale commercial analytic system.
To ensurewemaximize SystemX’s performance,we performed addi-
tional hand-tuning: we included hand-picked materialized views for
each dataset, and for Stack Overflow, the tuned version also sorts the
table using an interleaved sort key (i.e., Z-order) over the post_date
and score columns, which improves performance because score is
correlatedwithmanyof the commonlyfiltered columns. In summary,
the tuned System X reflects the combination of automatic tuning
and hand tuning. The disk storage cost of our manually-tuned mate-
rialized views are 40%, 2%, and 100% of the size of the original dataset
for the Gaming, Stack Overflow, and TPC-H datasets respectively,
which is higher than SageDB’s 1GB budget for PMVs but smaller
than its budget for replicated data layouts; System X does not allow
users to access automatically-createdmaterialized views, so the total
storage cost of all materialized views is likely higher. Umbra does
not use any extra storage space because it does not support indexes.

Fig. 5 shows that across the threeworkloads, SageDBoutperforms
the other systems on average query runtime by up to 3×. As evidence
of the effectiveness of SageDB’s instance-optimized components,
SageDB optimized outperforms the unoptimized version of itself by
between 3–6×, whereas System X tuned, which uses a combination
of manual tuning and state-of-the-art automatic tuning, achieves
between 25% and 3× performance gain over the default version of
itself. Umbra performs best when the working set fits in memory;
otherwise it is bottlenecked by disk since it doesn’t use any indexes
or layouts, which is why it performs poorly on TPC-H. Umbra was
unable to complete all queries in the workload for Gaming, which is
why we do not include it in the plot.

For each workload, Fig. 5 also shows a per-template breakdown
of speedups achieved by the optimized version of SageDB compared
to the tuned version of System X. For individual query templates,
median speedups are as high as 250× (Gaming Q8). In general, tem-
plates for which SageDB performs worse than System X are ones for
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Figure 5: For each dataset, we show average query time on each system for the end-to-end workload, as well as a per-template
breakdown of speedups achieved by SageDB optimized compared to System X tuned. SageDB outperforms other systems by
up to 3× on end-to-end query workloads and achieves up to almost 250× speedup for individual templates.

which SageDB’s instance-optimized components do not make an
impact (e.g., TPC-H Q18, see Section 6.3), ones for which the tuned
SystemX has sort keys andmaterialized views that achieve the same
purpose as SageDB’s instance-optimized components (e.g., Gaming
Q12), or ones for which System X’s raw execution engine is simply
more efficient than SageDB’s (e.g., some TPC-H templates). The
variability in speedups is simply due to the fact that the effectiveness
of SageDB’s instance-optimization depends not only on the query
template, but also the specific parameter values of the template; for
example, a parameter value that results in a non-selective filter may
not benefit as much from replicated layouts as a selective filter.

While the performance numbers of SageDB are promising com-
pared to System X and Umbra, it has to be pointed out that SageDB
is still a prototype and is not yet feature-complete like SystemX (e.g.,
we do not support outer joins). Rather, there are two takeaways: first,
SageDB as an out-of-the-box system, ignoring instance-optimized
components, has roughly comparable performance to System X and
Umbra when evaluated on the same hardware in a single-node set-
ting. Second, and arguably more importantly, optimization allows
SageDB to outperform the out-of-the-box version of itself by up to
6×. Next, we dive deeper in which how each instance-optimized
component contributes to that performance gain.

6.3 Ablation Study
Howmuch do each of SageDB’s individual instance-optimized com-
ponents contribute to the overall performance? In Table 2, we break
down the effect of each instance-optimized components on each
template of each workload. Overall, there are several takeaways.

First, different componentshelpmore fordifferent typesofqueries.
For example, replicated data layouts are especially helpful for queries
that eitherfilter ona single table (e.g., StackOverflowqueries, TPC-H
Q1) or have inexpensive joins (e.g., TPC-H Q14). PMVs are helpful
whenever they are applicable, and especially if it fully answers the
query so that the remainder query is empty (e.g., Gaming Q8 and
Stack Overflow Q1).

Second, SageDB’s performance when all components are com-
bined is sometimes better than any individual component on its own.
For example, Stack OverflowQ4 and Q11 benefit from some synergy
between PMVs, which answer most of the query, and then using the
replicated data layouts to speed up the remainder query.

Third, there are some types of queries for which PMVs or repli-
cated data layouts make no impact, as we alluded to in Sections 4.1.3
and 4.2.3. For example, TPC-H Q18 produces extremely large aggre-
gations (since it groups by the primary key of a tablewith 150M rows
before applying a LIMIT), so a PMV is unhelpful and would exceed
the memory budget anyway.

Fourth,occasionallyusing instance-optimizedcomponent isworse
than not using it. For example, on StackOverflowQ8, using PMVs de-
creasesperformancecompared to thedefault. This is becauseSageDB
always uses PMVs if they exist, but in this particular case, the query
itself ran relatively quickly, and the extra optimizer overhead from
computing subsumedcells in thePMVate into theperformancegains.
This points to a direction for future work, which is to automatically
determine, for each query, whether a certain instance-optimized
component should be disabled.

6.4 Microbenchmarks
6.4.1 Regressions. SageDB improves overall performance, but we
also want to ensure that individual queries do not regress. Table 2
showed that on a query template level, performance does not regress.
Fig. 6 takes this a step further by breaking down individual query
performance for each template, comparing the speedup in query
runtime between the optimized and unoptimized configurations
of SageDB. In general, regressions are rare, and when regressions
do occur, they are minor compared to performance gains. Often,
regressions are due to extra query optimization overheads for very
short-running queries.

6.4.2 Space Budget. Fig. 5 showed SageDB’s performance when
optimized with 1GB memory budget and disk budget equal to the
size of the original dataset. To show how performancewould change
if the budgetswere set differently,wehold one budget constantwhile
varying the other budget, on the Gaming dataset. Fig. 7 shows the
overall workload cost as each budget varies, compared to the cost
of having zero budget (i.e., if the corresponding component were
disabled). As more space is given, cost decreases and performance
improves. Note that the cost curve is convex for PMV optimization
(note the log scale for the x-axis), confirming our intuition from
Section 5.3. For replicated layout optimization, there is a significant
decrease in cost at 70% disk space because that is the boundaries past
which an especially important replica fits within the space budget.
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Table 2: Ratio of average query time on the unoptimized SageDB vs. when the specified components is enabled. Higher is better.
Highlighted is the component thatmakes themost impact on each template.

Gaming Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13

PMVs only 1.7 1.68 1.72 1.0 51.9 99.7 93.8 1.28e+03 2.43 1.12 77.5 1.01 1.36
Replicated layouts only 1.25 1.32 1.33 1.65 1.14 1.05 1.05 1.06 1.0 1.1 1.12 1.0 1.21
All 3.1 3.76 3.11 1.65 51.9 1.17e+02 1.05e+02 1.33e+03 2.96 1.17 85.5 1.02 1.81

Stack Overflow Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13

PMVs only 10.5 1.36 1.55 2.16 1.9 1.39 7.75 0.648 1.39 6.3 1.2 2.78 2.04
Replicated layouts only 7.0 1.53 1.95 3.19 3.38 4.33 9.95 2.43 3.61 13.6 1.09 2.21 15.3
All 17.1 1.6 2.24 4.78 3.66 4.33 10.9 2.44 3.82 14.2 1.71 2.78 15.6

TPC-H Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q14 Q15 Q17 Q18

PMVs only 3.17 25.9 1.0 1.18 2.04 1.0 2.47e+02 63.3 2.46 1.78e+02 1.08 1.09 1.02 27.3 1.0
Replicated layouts only 56.7 1.03 1.02 1.05 1.03 5.18 1.07 1.04 1.05 1.07 6.42 1.69 3.12 1.04 1.05
All 80.1 27.3 1.03 1.26 2.13 6.02 2.54e+02 67.2 3.32 2.02e+02 7.97 2.12 3.15 29.1 1.05

Figure 6: Per-query speedups for SageDB compared to its unoptimized configuration. Regressions are rare. The orange line
represents the median; the box represents first and third quartiles; whiskers extend from the box by 1.5× the inter-quartile
range; dots are those past the end of the whiskers.

Figure 7: Gaming dataset: cost decreases as more space is
provided to the OPTIMIZE command.

Table 3: Optimization Time (in seconds).

Gaming Stack Overflow TPC-H

Optimization algorithm 107 117 143
PMV construction 4340 265 4150
Replicated layout construction 16100 1280 2400

Total 20500 1660 6690

6.4.3 Optimization Time. We expect that users should trigger the
OPTIMIZE command during a time of low system load, similar to
what popular data warehouse products advise their customers to do
when following recommended optimizations. Therefore, optimiza-
tion should not interfere with normal workload execution.

Table 3 breaks down the time that SageDB spends on each step
of optimization for each dataset. Overall, optimization finishes in
less than 6 hours for the largest dataset, which reasonably fits into
periods of low system load (e.g., overnight). Even if the optimiza-
tion is performed while queries are running, this quickly pays off in
terms of saved query time. For example, on the Gaming workload,
since the benefit from optimization is around 200 seconds per query
(Fig. 5), we recoup the time “lost” to optimization after executing
only around 100 queries.

7 LESSONS LEARNEDAND FUTUREWORK
In this section, we take a step back and consider how the current
SageDBdesign compares to our original design principles (Section 2).
We also highlight important directions for future work.

Avoid regression.Due to SageDB’s design, for any particular query
we can always fall back to the default out-of-the-box configuration
without instance-optimization. For example, the optimizer can al-
ways choose to read from the base table instead of from the replicas.
Indeed, we show in Section 6.4 that we avoid regressions on all
templates.

The implication is that the burden of avoiding regressions (e.g.,
deciding to not use the PMV for a certain query) falls on the query op-
timizer, which may make mistakes due to inaccurate cost models or
cardinality estimates. Besides integrating amore sophisticated query
optimizer, one way to guard more aggressively against regression
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is to allow the optimizer to use the instance-optimized components
only when cost reduction is greater than a certain threshold.

Minimize the burden on the user. SageDB places minimal tech-
nical burden on the user: their only responsibility is to issue an
OPTIMIZE command,witha spacebudget, during timesof lowsystem
load. However, our longer-term vision is to remove all responsibility
altogether by automatically deciding when to perform optimization
and which components to re-optimize. This will require detecting
when the data or the workload have shifted enough to merit a re-
optimization, and can incorporate ideas from [23]. It will also require
considering the cost of re-optimization itself, as well as forecasting
the future workload—even if the workload has shifted, we may not
want to optimize if the workload will shift again soon anyway.

Inserts.Allowing SageDB and other instance-optimized systems
to adapt to inserts is a key area of future work. The main chal-
lenge behind inserts is that they may invalidate optimizations con-
structedbasedona static snapshot of thedata. Replicaswith instance-
optimized data layouts can avoid invalidation through delta buffer-
ing. For example, new data is inserted into a special horizontal par-
tition. Existing horizontal partitions remain unchanged, and when
scanning, SageDB can still take advantage of data skipping over
existing partitions, but may need to always read the new partition.
When the user again triggers the OPTIMIZE command, the buffered
data in the new partitions are incorporated into the new data layout.

Likewise, PMVs are not necessarily invalidated when data is in-
serted into anewhorizontal partition, especially if data is only chang-
ing in one base table (e.g., users append data to a fact table but the
dimension tables are stable); we essentially execute two separate
queries, one over the data over which the PMV was constructed
and another over the new/buffered data, and merge the results. At
a later time, we can perform incremental maintenance on the PMV,
by essentially building a new PMV over the new/buffered data, with
the same grid definition as the existing PMV, and then merging each
cell with its counterpart in the existing PMV.

Expanding Components. Since SageDB so far has focused primar-
ily on physical design, good candidates for components to add next
are ones that improve the logical side, e.g., a learned query optimizer
or a learned cost model. We believe the main challenge will be to
keep these components “in sync.” For example, the physical design
optimization depends on the query optimizer (especially its ability to
simulate PMVs and layouts) and cost model. If the optimizer or cost
model changes due to retraining, then some pieces of the physical
design might no longer be selected by the optimizer.

8 RELATEDWORK

Automatic database tuning.Modern data system have an increas-
ing number of knobs and configuration options to be tuned by data-
base administrators or by (semi-)automatic tools. There have been
efforts to automatically tune a DBMSs’ configuration since the early
2000s. Much of the previous work on automatic database tuning has
focused on optimizing the physical design of the database [14], such
as selecting indexes [11, 31], partitioning schemes [12, 17, 54], orma-
terialized views [11]. Based on the method used to find the ideal con-
figuration, thepreviouswork canbedivided into twocategories: rule-
basedmethods [18, 39] andML-basedmethods [26, 41, 42, 53, 62, 65].

Cosine [13] focuses on self-designing key-value stores. Both ap-
proach performance optimization differently, with SageDB using
learned components while Cosine essentially creates more knobs to
tune.NoisePage [52] focuses on designing a self-optimizing database
like SageDB by defining an objective function and action space. A
centralized service learns to optimize the objective through the ac-
tions. NoisePage learns how to take standard actions in the database,
such as adding/dropping indices, configuring knobs, and scaling
hardware resources. Compared to instance-optimized components
or systems, automatic database tuning has fewer degrees of freedom
and is typically performed in a black-box manner.

Instance-optimized components. Further research has expanded
the breadth and depth of instance-optimized components. More so-
phisticated learned indexes use multivariate data distributions to
createmultidimensional indexes [25, 48, 63]. There are now instance-
optimized versions of bloom filters [20, 47, 61] and hash tables
[57]. New use cases, from caching [34, 40] to query optimization
[38, 44, 45] to scheduling [43], have leveraged learning to improve
performance. SageDB aims to take this to the next step: where
prior work designed components to adapt to the data and work-
load, SageDB intends to design an entire systemwith that capability.

Computation Reuse. PMVs can be considered a form of compu-
tation reuse, in which we pre-materialize certain results that will
be used multiple times in the future. Other forms of computation
reuse are multi-query optimization [56, 58] (which aims to find a
globally optimal execution plan for a batch of queries), materialized
views [35], data cubes [29], and sub-expression materialization [33].
These techniques all assume that (sub)queries must be fully pro-
cessed using pre-computed or cached results, whereas PMVs have
the flexibility of partially answering the query, while the cheaper
remainder query scans the base data.

Replication and Data LayoutsWhile there have many works on
instance-optimized data layouts [23, 25, 48, 63], the only other work
to consider the combination of partial replication with instance-
optimized data layouts is CopyRight [60]. However, their optimiza-
tion algorithmmakes assumptions that are specialized for grid-based
data layouts for in-memory data over a single table, while SageDB
handles multi-table disk-based datasets.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a progress report on SageDB, a first
instance-optimized data system, focused on analytics. SageDB incor-
porates two instance-optimized components into one system that
exposes a simple interface to the user.While our prototype system al-
ready achieves impressive results, our aspirations for SageDB are far
from complete. Our roadmap for futurework includes implementing
techniques to eliminate performance regressions, gracefully han-
dling data changes, and incorporating further instance-optimized
components. We hope that this report leads us a step closer towards
making the vision for instance-optimized systems a reality.
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A DATA SCHEMASANDWORKLOADS
Here, we define the schemas for the three datasets by displaying
their CREATE TABLE commands. We also define the three workloads
by displaying the prepared statements. All of these use SageDB’s
SQL dialect, which is similar to but not entirely the same as any
commercial SQL dialect.

A.1 Gaming
A.1.1 Schema.

create table dim1 (
d1_label text,
d1_id int64 UNIQUE

);
create table dim2 (

d2_type text,
d2_duration int64,
d2_label text,
d2_d1_id int64,
d2_id int64 UNIQUE

);
create table dim3 (

d3_label text,
d3_joined int64,
d3_loc text,
d3_p1 float64,
d3_p2 float64,
d3_p3 float64,
d3_p4 float64,
d3_p5 float64,
d3_id int64 UNIQUE

);
create table fact (

f_time INT64,
f_d3_id INT64,
f_d1_id INT64,
f_amt INT64,
f_type TEXT,
f_p1 INT64,
f_p2 INT64,
f_p3 INT64,
f_p4 INT64,
f_p5 INT64,
f_p6 INT64,
f_p7 INT64,
f_p8 float64,
f_p9 float64,
f_p10 float64,
f_p11 float64,
f_p12 float64,
f_id int64 UNIQUE

);
create table attrib (
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attrib_f_id int64,
attrib_d2_id int64,
attrib_share float64

);

A.1.2 Workload. Q1: SELECT d1_label, COUNT(*) as cnt FROM
fact, dim1 WHERE d1_id = f_d1_id AND f_p1 < ?:INT64 AND
f_p8 < ?:FLOAT64 GROUP BY d1_label ORDER BY cnt;

Q2:SELECT d1_label, COUNT(*) as cnt FROM fact, dim1 WHERE
d1_id = f_d1_id AND f_p2 < ?:INT64 AND f_p9 < ?:FLOAT64
GROUP BY d1_label ORDER BY cnt;

Q3:SELECT d1_label, COUNT(*) as cnt FROM fact, dim1 WHERE
d1_id = f_d1_id AND f_p3 < ?:INT64 AND f_p10 < ?:FLOAT64
GROUP BY d1_label ORDER BY cnt;

Q4:SELECT d1_label, COUNT(*) as cnt FROM fact, dim1 WHERE
d1_id = f_d1_id AND (f_p4 < ?:INT64 OR f_p5 < ?:INT64)
AND (f_p6 < ?:INT64 OR f_p7 < ?:INT64) AND (f_p11 <
?:FLOAT64 OR f_p12 < ?:FLOAT64) GROUP BY d1_label ORDER
BY cnt;

Q5: select d3_loc, sum(f_amt) as total from fact, dim3
where d3_id = f_d3_id and f_type=?:TEXT group by d3_loc
order by total desc limit 20;

Q6: Select d2_label, sum(attrib_share * f_amt) as total
from attrib, fact, dim2 where d2_id = attrib_d2_id and
f_id = attrib_f_id and f_amt > ?:INT64 group by d2_label
order by total desc;

Q7: Select d2_type, sum(attrib_share * f_amt) as total
from fact, attrib, dim2 where d2_id = attrib_d2_id and
f_id = attrib_f_id and f_amt > ?:INT64 group by d2_type
order by total desc;

Q8: Select d2_label, d2_type, sum(attrib_share * f_amt)
as total from fact, attrib, dim2, dim3 where d2_id =
attrib_d2_id and f_id = attrib_f_id and f_d3_id = d3_id
and d3_loc IN (?:TEXT, ?:TEXT, ?:TEXT, ?:TEXT, ?:TEXT,
?:TEXT) group by d2_label, d2_type order by total desc;

Q9: Select d3_loc, sum(f_amt) as total from fact, dim3
where f_d3_id = d3_id and (d3_p1 > ?:FLOAT64 or d3_p2 >
?:FLOAT64) group by d3_loc order by total desc;

Q10: Select d3_loc, sum(f_amt) as total from fact, dim3
where f_d3_id = d3_id and (d3_p3 > ?:FLOAT64 or d3_p4 >
?:FLOAT64) and d3_p5 > ?:FLOAT64 group by d3_loc order
by total desc;

Q11: Select d2_type, sum(attrib_share * f_amt) as total
from fact, attrib, dim2 where d2_id = attrib_d2_id and
f_id = attrib_f_id and f_amt > ?:INT64 and attrib_share
> 0.10 and f_p4 - 5500 > f_p7 group by d2_type order by
total desc;

Q12:Select d3_loc, sum(f_p9) from fact, dim3 where f_d3_id
= d3_id and (f_p2 = ?:INT64 or f_p4 = ?:INT64) group by
d3_loc order by d3_loc;

Q13:Select d3_loc, sum(f_p9) from fact, dim3 where f_d3_id
= d3_id and f_p2 > ?:INT64 and f_p2 < ?:INT64 and f_p4
> ?:INT64 and f_p4 < ?:INT64 group by d3_loc order by
d3_loc;

A.2 Stack Overflow
A.2.1 Schema.

create table stack_overflow (
id UINT64,
site_name TEXT,
post_date DATE,
poster_name TEXT,
poster_reputation INT32,
poster_join_date DATE,
score INT32,
view_count UINT64,
favorite_count UINT64,
answered UINT8,
highest_score_answer INT32,
comment_count UINT32,
comment_max_score INT32,
tag_count UINT32,
tag_top25 UINT8,
tag_top20 UINT8,
tag_top15 UINT8,
tag_top10 UINT8,
tag_top5 UINT8,
tag_rust UINT8,
tag_cpp UINT8,
tag_gpu UINT8

)

A.2.2 Workload. Q1: SELECT EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date)
AS post_year, COUNT(*) FROM denorm_so WHERE answered = 1
AND comment_count <= ?:UINT32 GROUP BY EXTRACT(YEAR FROM
post_date) ORDER BY post_year;

Q2: SELECT EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date) AS post_year,
COUNT(*) FROM denorm_so WHERE answered = 1 AND score
>= ?:INT32 GROUP BY EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date) ORDER
BY post_year;

Q3: SELECT EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date) AS post_year,
COUNT(*) FROM denorm_so WHERE
highest_score_answer >= score AND view_count >= ?:UINT64
AND comment_max_score >= ?:INT32 AND answered = 1 AND
comment_count >= 0 GROUP BY EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date)
ORDER BY post_year;

Q4: SELECT EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date) AS post_year,
COUNT(*) FROM denorm_so WHERE answered = 0 AND comment_max_score
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>= ?:INT32 GROUP BY EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date) ORDER
BY post_year;

Q5: SELECT EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date) AS post_year,
COUNT(*) FROM denorm_so WHERE view_count >= ?:UINT64
AND comment_count >= ?:UINT32 GROUP BY EXTRACT(YEAR FROM
post_date);

Q6: SELECT poster_name, COUNT(*) FROM denorm_so WHERE
tag_rust = 1 AND poster_join_date <= ?:FLOAT64 AND view_count
>= ?:UINT64 GROUP BY poster_name;

Q7: SELECT EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date) AS post_year,
COUNT(*) FROM denorm_so WHERE
favorite_count <= ?:UINT64 AND post_date >= ?:FLOAT64
GROUP BY EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date) ORDER BY post_year;

Q8:SELECT COUNT(*) FROM denorm_so WHERE poster_reputation
>= ?:INT32 AND score >= ?:INT32 AND tag_top5 = 1;

Q9: SELECT EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date) AS post_year,
COUNT(*) FROM denorm_so WHERE score >= ?:INT32 AND favorite_count
>= ?:UINT64 GROUP BY EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date) ORDER
BY post_year;

Q10: SELECT EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date) AS post_year,
COUNT(*) FROM denorm_so WHERE score <= ?:INT32 AND comment_count
<= ?:UINT32 GROUP BY EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date);

Q11: SELECT EXTRACT(YEAR FROM post_date) AS post_year,
COUNT(*) FROM denorm_so WHERE answered = 0 AND score >=
?:INT32 AND tag_count >= 4 GROUP BY EXTRACT(YEAR FROM
post_date) ORDER BY post_year;

Q12: SELECT COUNT(*) FROM denorm_so WHERE answered = 1
AND post_date >= ?:FLOAT64;

Q13: SELECT COUNT(*) FROM denorm_so WHERE view_count >=
?:UINT64 AND (tag_rust = ?:UINT8 OR tag_cpp = ?:UINT8 OR
tag_gpu = ?:UINT8);

A.3 TPC-H
A.3.1 Schema. We use the same TPC-H schema in the official spec-
ification.

A.3.2 Workload. Q1:select l_returnflag, l_linestatus, sum(l_quantity)
as sum_qty, sum(l_extendedprice) as sum_base_price, sum(l_extendedprice*(1-l_discount))
as sum_disc_price, sum(l_extendedprice*(1-l_discount)*(1+l_tax))
as sum_charge, avg(l_quantity) as avg_qty, avg(l_extendedprice)
as avg_price, avg(l_discount) as avg_disc, count(*) as
count_order from lineitem where l_shipdate <= ?:DATE
group by l_returnflag, l_linestatus order by l_returnflag,
l_linestatus;

Q2: select s_name, sum(s_acctbal) as balance from part,
supplier, partsupp, nation, region where part.p_partkey
= ps_partkey and s_suppkey = ps_suppkey and s_nationkey

= n_nationkey and n_regionkey = r_regionkey and p_size
= ?:INT32 and region.r_name = ?:TEXT and ps_supplycost
= ( select min(ps_supplycost) from partsupp, supplier,
nation, region where p_partkey = ps_partkey and s_suppkey
= ps_suppkey and s_nationkey = n_nationkey and n_regionkey
= r_regionkey and region.r_name = ?:TEXT ) group by s_name
order by balance limit 100;

Q3:select sum(l_extendedprice*(1-l_discount)) as revenue,
o_orderdate, o_shippriority from lineitem, orders, customer
where c_custkey = o_custkey and l_orderkey = o_orderkey
and c_mktsegment = ?:TEXT and o_orderdate < ?:DATE and
l_shipdate > ?:DATE group by o_orderdate, o_shippriority
order by revenue, o_orderdate limit 10;

Q4: select o_orderpriority, count(*) from orders where
o_orderdate >= ?:DATE and o_orderdate < ?:DATE and exists
( select * from lineitem where l_orderkey = o_orderkey and
l_commitdate < l_receiptdate ) group by o_orderpriority
order by o_orderpriority;

Q5:select n_name, sum(l_extendedprice * (1 - l_discount))
as revenue from lineitem, orders, customer, supplier,
nation, region where c_custkey = o_custkey and l_orderkey
= o_orderkey and l_suppkey = s_suppkey and c_nationkey
= s_nationkey and s_nationkey = n_nationkey and n_regionkey
= r_regionkey and r_name = ?:TEXT and o_orderdate >=
?:DATE and o_orderdate < ?:DATE group by n_name order by
revenue desc;

Q6:select sum(l_extendedprice*l_discount) from lineitem
where l_shipdate >= ?:DATE and l_shipdate < ?:DATE and
l_discount >= ?:FLOAT64 and l_discount <= ?:FLOAT64 and
l_quantity < ?:FLOAT64;

Q7:select n1.n_name as supp_nation, n2.n_name as cust_nation,
sum(l_extendedprice * (1 - l_discount)) from lineitem,
orders, supplier, customer, nation n1, nation n2 where
s_suppkey = l_suppkey and o_orderkey = l_orderkey and
c_custkey = o_custkey and s_nationkey = n1.n_nationkey
and c_nationkey = n2.n_nationkey and ((n1.n_name = ?:TEXT
and n2.n_name = ?:TEXT) or (n1.n_name = ?:TEXT and n2.n_name
= ?:TEXT)) and l_shipdate >= 19950101 and l_shipdate
<= 19961231 group by n1.n_name, n2.n_name order by supp_nation,
cust_nation;

Q8: select n2.n_name as nation, sum(l_extendedprice *
(1-l_discount)) from lineitem, orders, part, supplier,
customer, nation n1, nation n2, region where p_partkey
= l_partkey and s_suppkey = l_suppkey and l_orderkey
= o_orderkey and o_custkey = c_custkey and c_nationkey
= n1.n_nationkey and n1.n_regionkey = r_regionkey and
r_name = ?:TEXT and s_nationkey = n2.n_nationkey and
o_orderdate >= 19950101 and o_orderdate <= 19961231 and
p_type = ?:TEXT group by n2.n_name;

Q10: select c_custkey, n_name, sum(l_extendedprice * (1 -
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l_discount)) as revenue from lineitem, orders, customer,
nation where c_custkey = o_custkey and l_orderkey =
o_orderkey and o_orderdate >= ?:DATE and o_orderdate
< ?:DATE and l_returnflag = ’R’ and c_nationkey = n_nationkey
group by c_custkey, n_name order by revenue desc limit
20;

Q11: select ps_partkey, sum(ps_supplycost * ps_availqty)
as value from partsupp, supplier, nation where ps_suppkey
= s_suppkey and s_nationkey = nation.n_nationkey and
n_name = ?:TEXT group by ps_partkey order by value limit
10;

Q12: select l_shipmode, sum(case when o_orderpriority =
’1-URGENT’ or o_orderpriority = ’2-HIGH’ then 1 else 0
end) as high_line_count, sum(case when o_orderpriority
!= ’1-URGENT’ and o_orderpriority != ’2-HIGH’ then 1
else 0 end) as low_line_count from orders, lineitem
where o_orderkey = l_orderkey and l_shipmode = ?:TEXT
and l_commitdate < l_receiptdate and l_shipdate < l_commitdate
and l_receiptdate >= ?:DATE and l_receiptdate < ?:DATE
group by l_shipmode order by l_shipmode;

Q14:select sum(case when p_size <= 5 then l_extendedprice

* (1 - l_discount) else 0.0 end), sum(l_extendedprice *
(1 - l_discount)) from lineitem, part where l_partkey
= p_partkey and l_shipdate >= ?:DATE and l_shipdate <
?:DATE;

Q15:select l_suppkey, sum(l_extendedprice * (1 - l_discount))
as total_revenue from lineitem where l_shipdate >= ?:DATE
and l_shipdate < ?:DATE group by l_suppkey order by
total_revenue desc limit 10;

Q17: select sum(0.7 * l_extendedprice) from lineitem,
part where p_partkey = lineitem.l_partkey and p_brand =
?:TEXT and p_container = ?:TEXT and l_quantity < ( select
0.2 * avg(l_quantity) from lineitem where l_partkey =
p_partkey );

Q18: select c_name, c_custkey, o_orderkey, o_orderdate,
o_totalprice, sum(l_quantity) from customer, orders, lineitem
where c_custkey = o_custkey and o_orderkey = l_orderkey
and o_orderkey in ( select l_orderkey from lineitem
group by l_orderkey having sum(l_quantity) > ?:FLOAT64
) group by c_name, c_custkey, o_orderkey, o_orderdate,
o_totalprice order by o_totalprice, o_orderdate limit
100;
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